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The use of Si ribbon crystal as a starting material for production of solar
cells is a promising approach for the cost down of the devi."J]) The Si ribbon
crystals have a tendency to show electrically inferior characteristics because of
crystal defects when compared with crystaLs grown by Czochralski method. There-
fore, it has not been quite certain whether the ribbon crystal can be used for
the efficient solar celI. This paper describes (1) electrical characteristics of
solar cells fabricated from the Si ribbon crystals, (2) results of minority car-
rier lifetime measurements, (3) preliminary observation of electron beam induced
current (EBIC) of p-n junction formed in the Si ribbon crystals and (4) the cor-
relations between the solar cell performances and the lifetime characteristics
measured. The results obtained indicated that the particular types of the defects
deteriorated the performances.

The Si ribbon crystals lvere grown by the capirally method, in which the
crystals were pulled from a gap between a pair of carbon dies into which a sheet
of molten Si rose by capillary action. The crystals were arsenic doped n-type.
Resistivities were about 0.3 0'cm and HalI mobilities were in the range of 500 T,

SOO cm2/v-S€c. The crystals included various types of defects, such as linearly
extending crystal boundaries (type e), irregular crystal boundaries (type B) and
SiC inclusions (type C).

Figure I is surface structure of the solar ceII tested. The device has a
p+-n structure. The depth of the junction is about 2 Um, which was formed by
boron diffusion. The surface is antireflection coated with the SiO film.

Figure 2 (a) is a V-I curve of a good device which gives 9E efficiency at AMI

condition. Figure 2 (b) is that of a poor device of 24 efficiency at the same

condition. By comparison, it is apparent that the poor performance correspond.s
to a large leakage current. The poor device lrras separated into sections, each of
which contained only one finger electrode to investigate the mechanisms of the
leakage current. It was found that the leakage current was associated with the
typeBandCdefects.

Specimens used for the lifetime measurements and EBIC observations had
identical junction structures to those of the sol-ar cells.

Minority carrier (hole) lifetime was measured by observing a transient be-
haviour of the diode currents immediately after the diode bias voltage was switch-
ed from forward to reverse porarity!2) rn Table I, the correlations between the
Iifetime and type of crystal defects are summarized. The values of the lifetime
for the ribbon crystals distribute from 0.1 Usec to I usec, which are shorter than
those in CZ grown crystals. It is noticed that the type B defect makes the life-
time short whereas the type A defect does not deteriorate the lifetime.

Figure 3 is an EBIC image of the ribbon crystal with its photomicrograph.
Dark lines in the EBIC image indicate regions of short nrinority carier lifetirne
in the crystal. Type B defects are seen dark in the EBIC image indicating the
short lifetime about the defect. Whereas type A defects in the photomicrograph
can not be detected in the EBIC image, meaning the lifetime is not deteriorated
about the defec't. These observations are consistent with the results of the tife-
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time measurements-

As well as the type B defects, type C defects'were seen dark in the EBIC

image. The leakage current and the EBIC image of the sectioned solar cells were

correlated and the high leakage current was assigned to type B and c defects'
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Type of crystal
defects

Carrier Lifetine (usec;

Range Average

No defect 0,43 tu 0.88 0. 55

Type A defect 0.31 'r, 0.56 0.47

TyPe B defect 0.10 ^,r 
0.46 0.24
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Fig. 2 (a) EfficiencY = !$
Input radiation = 80.2
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Fig. 2 (b) EfficiencY = lg
Input radiation = 80.2
Area = 12.30 cn2
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